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PC 1542: Atomic and Nuclear Physics
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SECTION - A

Very short answer type questjons. (Answer all 10 questions of I mark each).

1. What you mean by spin-orbit coupling ? Give its signiticance.

2. Distinguish between sindlet and triplet state.

3. What is normal Zeeman effect ?

4. Write down the {undamental interactions in nature and their exchange particles.

5. Explain the significance ol Stern-Gerlach experiment.

6. Explain quarks and gluons.

7. What do you mean by radioactive decay ?

8. State Gamow theory of cr-decay.

9. Write down semi-empirical mass formula. What is its significance ?

10. What are strange particles ? (10x1=r 0 Marks)

SECTION _ B

Short answer type questions (Answer any eight.queslions). Each question carries
2 marks.

1 1 . Explain Neutrino theory ol p-decay.

12. Why vector alom model is said to be the exact model of atorn ? Give its
significance. p...o.
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1 3. Describe the important features of molecular spectra.

14. Oiscuss the advantages of breeder reactor over normal reactor.

15. ln Stern-Gerlach experiment a beam of atoms is passed through an in
homogeneous magnetic field. What wili happen if ions are used instead of
atoms ?

16. What you mean by critical mass ? What is the role ol moderator in nuclear
reactor ?

17. Explain spin-orbit coupling. Write down L-S coupling scheme for addition of
angular momentum.

18. What you mean by radioactive dating ? How it can be used to determine the
age of fossils ?

19. What do you mean by range of d-particle ? Can you measure it ?

20. Discuss classification ot elementary particles.

21. Draw a neat diagram of a nuclear reactor. Write funclions oI each component.

22. Oulline general leatures oI nuclear forces. (8x2=16 Marks)

SECTION - C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. Calculate the vibrational energy levels ol an HCI molecule, assuming the force
constant to be 516 Nm '

24. A sample ol certain element is placed in a magnetic field of tlux density
0.3 weber/m'. How far apart are the Zeeman components ol spectral line of
wavelength 40004' ?

25. l, the pion decays lrom rest to give a muon of 4.05 MeV energy, what is the
kinetic energy of the accornpanying neutrino ? What is the mass of neutrino in
this process ?

26. The half-life of Palladium- 100 is 4 days. Afler 12 days a sample of Pd-100has
been reduced to a mass of 4.00 mg. (a) Determine the starting mass. (b) What
is the mass alter I weeks ?
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reaction is possib,e.

a) n +P=^'+K',

b) ,r'=n*+n,

c) e re lr 'tr and

d) n +P=n+-'
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What would be the structure

28.

29.

30.

27. Explain the quark model of elementary particles.
of K. and:- in terms of the quark model ?

lf 200 MeV energy is released in the fission of a single U'?35 nucleus, find the
number of fission reactions required per second to produce 1 kilowatt power.

Define halt life and mean life ol a radioactive substance. Derive expressions
for them in terms of decay constant.

Calculate (a) lhe de Broglie wavelength of an electron moving with a velocily of
5.0 x 105 ms land (b) relaiive de Broglie wavelength ol an atom o{ hydrogen
and atom of oxygen moving with the same velocity (h = 6.63 x 10 & kg m'? s')

Using conservation laws ol elementary particles find which of the lollowing31.

(6x4=24 Marks)

SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries .15 marks.

32. Explain different models of nuclear structure.

33. What is radioactive decay ? What are important particle emitted during
radioactive decay ? Give the theory of successive disintegration of radioactive
substances and explain radioactive equilibrium.

34 With sufficient theory discuss the vibrational spectra of diatomic harmonic
oscillator.

35. What do you mean by nuclear fission and fusion reactions ? Discuss their
applications. (2x15=30 Marks)


